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Imagined Scenery No. 2
solo percussion

Respite
harpsichord, flute, clarinet, cello

Quoth the Raven
voice and violin

Imagined Scenery No. 2

solo percussion

Steve Solook
The primary focus of the work is to capture the energy and
intensity within calm, peaceful moments of imagination and
contemplation. Through juxtapositions of color from
instruments such as a steel bottle, wooden and metal wind
chimes, keys rings, books, and wine glasses, specific textures
and shapes can be presented that musically portray this energy.
The name of the work comes from the conversations I have had
with fellow artists about the landscapes that arise in my mind’s
eye when exploring these auditory textures and shapes.

Respite

cello, flute, clarinet, harpsichord
Peter Ko, cello
Casey Lavarias, flute
Jenimarie Dahl, clarinet
Jinyoung Choi, harpsichord

Memories, emotions, thoughts, and imagination play together
on the canvas of dreams. This piece focuses on the nature of
dreams and how we experience them: out of focus, yet sharp;
fictional, yet believably tangible; broken and unrelated, yet
continuous; fleeting, yet endless. The goal is to capture the
feeling of infinite time within a dream during finite real
moments, through chords of complex timbral color that slowly
shift and transform. The hazy medium of dreams with borders
that flicker on the edge of our memory was the inspiration for
this work. In the future it is going to be part of a larger spokenword quasi-theatrical work.

Quoth the Raven

voice and violin

Leslie Leytham, mezzo-soprano
Alejandro Durán, violin
Once upon a midnight dreary…
In an ebony December,
She
thinking of his sorrow:
a lattice of dreams
into the burning heart of silence…
fearing it as the
fantastic and ghastly horror that is
heaven.
My friends;
the peering eyes of a mortal devil
gloating o’er my countenance,
o’er my grave.
Wretch! Beguiling God!
Surely, divining nepenthe will leave me
with a window unto my nameless velvet dream
filled with violet light and an echo of Hope…
But is there only this?
My Nothing?
The silken darkness and the saintly days of
whispered despair and sublunary disaster
or the forgiveness of
Nothing?
I arranged this poem from words directly
out of the unabridged version of Edgar Allan Poe’s The Raven. I’ve
always loved Poe’s work, and to be able to take his most famous
poem and alter it was a good experience for me. My first real
composition with voice and accompaniment, I feel it illustrates the
melancholy, anger, despair, paranoia, and resignation of the subject.
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